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Please read my little notes on page -2-,!

before you start your Aglaia project.!
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              Abbreviations:!
k= knit    p= purl!
k2tog= knit two sts together!
co= cast on!
m= marker!
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!
Co : 78 sts (a multiply of 6)!
Join in a round without twisting.!
Place a marker.!
Slip marker after each round.!
!
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Round 1-15: one by one ribbing =!
 *p1, k1* repeat .!
!
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The hat's body:!
Slip the marker after each round.!
!
Pattern:!
Round 1  *p1, k1* repeat ** until m!
Round 2  *p1, k1* repeat ** until m!
Round 3  *k1, p1* repeat ** until m!
Round 4. *k1, p1* repeat ** until m!
Repeat round 1-4 until you are happy with the lenght of your hat.!
!
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The hat's crown:!
Slip the m after each round.!
Work onto your double pointed needles, when needed.!
Stay within the pattern for the crown. !
!
Round 1: *p1, k1, p1, k1, k2tog, p1, k1, p1, k1, k2tog* repeat until m.!
Round 2: *p1, k1, p1, k2tog, k1, p1, k1, k2tog* repeat until m.!
Round 3: *k1, p1, k2tog, k1, p1, k2tog* repeat until  m.!
Round 4: *k1, k2tog, p1, k2tog* repeat until  m.!
Round 5: *k2tog*, repeat until m.!



!
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Finishing:!
!
Create a long loop of your working yarn and pull the ( double stranded) loop with a crochet 
hook through all remaining stitches. Break the yarn, leaving about 20cm/6inches and slip 
the remaining long tail through the loop. Pull tight. Break the yarn, leaving a little tail.!
Secure the end with a neat knot and weave in.!
!
                                                                      !
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Some little notes: 
!
Check the yarn's banderole and start the one by one ribbing at least, half a needle size 
smaller than recommended on the yarn's banderole.!
!
Switch to a higher needle size for the pattern.!
!
If there is a choice between two needle sizes, pick the smaller size. !
And half a size less for the ribbing....!
!
'Aglaia' is adaptable to various head sizes. !
!
The cast on is a multiple of 6. !
72, 78, 84 sts are within the range of a teen's or lady's  head size. !
!
Both of my Aglaia hats were knitted with circular needles, size 4.5mm/5mm, US 7/8.!
!
The length of the hat's body depends on the style you would like to achieve or the amount 
of yarn you have on stash.!
!
For a slouch hat you will make the hat's body a little longer, about 3-4 times the length of 
the ribbing section, before you will start to knit the crown.!
!
For a regular hat it is about twice the length of the ribbing part, plus the heads crown.!
!
The hat's crown is the most tricky part. !
Double pointed needles (dpn) for the last rounds are a good choice.!
!
!
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                    Happy knitting! 
!
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design by Martina Sommer, 'SommerElfchen'. The entire pattern 'Aglaia' and its design are subject to 
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